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TERM 2: 2022

Professional  Learning Sessions
ONLINE & INHOUSE

IEU Inhouse Learning Sessions: ieusa.org.au/get-involved/professional-learning-training-education

IEU Online Learning Centre: ieulearninghub.topclasslms.com/topclass/topclass.do?login

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Inhouse learning session at IEU Boardroom

Thinking of getting started 
on HAT or Lead Teacher 
certification?

Thursday 16 June 2022
4.30pm - 6.00pm | Course:IEUHATLEAD

This 90 minute session will walk you 
through the steps you need to take to 
beginning the process towards 
gaining certification for either Highly 
Accomplished or Lead Teacher

Presented by Deb Magden

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Leadership Skills 
- Managing change

Wednesday 6 July 2022
9.00am - 12.00pm | Course:SIEUL2211

As a leader you will have responsibility 
for carrying change processes in your 
school. As an IEU member you will want to 
emphasise the importance of consultation 
and collaboration in the change process.  
In this session the presenter will 
work with participants to explore a 
model of change.
Presented by Ian Finn

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Student Wellbeing 
- Understanding the impact
of trauma

Wednesday 13 July 2022
2.30pm - 3.30pm | Course:SIEU2220

Trauma can manifest in unexpected ways; 
understanding the principles of trauma 
aware teaching can lead to healthier 
engagement with individual students . 
This session focuses on how teachers 
can support students who have 
experienced trauma.
Presented by Berry Street

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Classroom Management 
- Responding to extreme behaviours

Thursday 14 July 2022
5.30pm - 6.30pm | Course:SIEU2223

It can be very challenging to manage 
student behaviour in the classroom or 
school yard when one or more students 
exhibit extremely disruptive or aggressive 
behaviour. In this session the presenter 
will detail preventative strategies as 
well as techniques that can be used in 
the heat of the moment.
Presented by David Vinegrad

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Developing a Toolkit 
-literacy teaching for all subjects
and grades

Wednesday 1 June 2022
4.30pm - 5.30pm | Course:SIEU2208

Literacy is the responsibility of all 
teachers, but not all graduate teachers 
feel fully prepared. In this session an 
experienced primary and secondary 
teacher will outline some high quality 
literacy activities that you can 
implement in your teaching.

Presented by Abbey Boyer

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Leadership Skills 
- Managing a budget

Wednesday 6 July 2022
12.30pm - 3.30pm | Course:SIEU2212

In this session the presenter will focus 
on managing the finances and budget 
in a school. It will be a series of tips and 
techniques that can help you improve your 
budgeting and financial management. 
The course is designed to give you 
practical assistance. It is designed 
for those with no formal financial 
training. 
Presented by Noel Dillon

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Classroom Management 
- responding to the
disruptive student

Wednesday 13 July 2022
4.00pm - 5.00pm | Course:SIEU2221

Explore the fundamentals of classroom 
management, examining the role that 
content, relationships and teaching and 
learning strategies play in creating a 
conducive, positive learning environment. 
This session is designed to support 
teachers to minimise disruptive 
behaviour and maximise learning time.
Presented by Karen Dymke

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Five teaching strategies 
I use to support students 
with dyslexia

Wednesday 20 July 2022
4.30pm - 5.30pm | Course:SIEU2216

Engaging with the curriculum can be 
difficult for a student when they experience 
challenges with literacy skills as a result 
of dyslexia.  This session will focus 
on five core strategies to create 
that positive learning environment 
and enhance the learning of those 
students with dyslexia. 
Presented by Jane Wenlock

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Issues that Matter
- The role of schools
in student mental health

Thursday 9 June 2022
5.30pm - 7.00pm | Course:SIEU2209

As union members in education we have 
a critical role in shaping the community 
conversation about important social 
issues. The focus of this conversation 
will be the role of schools in 
responding to the mental health 
issues of young people.
Presented by Kristy Elliot,  
Bernadette Sheedy and Jo Alford

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Upgrade Your Skills 
- resume writing, job application
and interview skills

Thursday 7 July 2022
12.30pm - 1.30pm | Course:SIEU2215

The IEU is invested in Education Support 
Staff members having control over 
their own career. In this session an 
experienced principal, will share 
their techniques for preparing a high 
quality resume, writing effective 
applications and the fundamental 
skills for interviews.
Presented by David Tyson

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Register in your IEU Online Learning Centre

Student Wellbeing 
- Mental Health First Aid

Thursday 14 July 2022
4.00pm - 5.00pm | Course:SIEU2222

Greater awareness of mental health 
conditions in society has increased the 
importance of teachers and education staff 
being able to recognise and understand the 
various issues that students may be facing 
and how to deal with these issues when 
they occur.  This is a course for leaders, 
teachers and education support staff.
Presented by Bernadette Sheedy

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR MEMBERS

Inhouse learning session at IEU Boardroom

Aah! I’m a new IEU Rep, 
what do I need to know?

Date TBC
4.30pm - 6.00pm | Course:IEUNEWREP

The IEU Rep’s role is vital to the IEU’s 
work protecting members’ rights and 
entitlements and, as such, the role comes 
with certain rights and responsibilities. 
This 90 minute session will explain 
various aspects of the IEU Sub-Branch 
Representative (REP) role in your 
school. Register your interest via our 
professional learning web page.
Presented by Louise Firrell

LEADERSHIP GRADUATE TEACHER GENERALSUPPORT STAFFTEACHERTARGET AUDIENCE COLOUR CODING:

IEU(SA) welcomes you to the new Online Learning Centre for IEU members, giving you access to a broad range of professional learning – absolutely FREE! 
In addition, the IEU will offer FREE Inhouse Professional Learning Sessions for members in our Boardroom.
Professional Learning Sessions will be offered throughout the year and cover all areas of education staff: Teachers; Education Support Officers; Early Career Teachers 

and Leadership. The courses listed below are live on the day/date indicated and the target audience is colour coded but members can enrol for any courses that interests 
them. Course are recorded and made available in the Online Learning Centre approximately 48 hours after the live session.
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